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NEW QUESTION: 1
Die 5 Warum-Analyse ist nur dann nÃ¼tzlich, wenn die mÃ¶gliche
unabhÃ¤ngige Variable in fÃ¼nf mÃ¶gliche Ursachen unterteilt
werden kann.
A. Falsch
B. Richtig

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A financial institution provides security-hardened AMIs of Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4 and Windows Server
2016 for its application teams to use in deployments.
A DevOps Engineer needs to implement an automated daily check
of each AMI to monitor for the latest CVE.
How should the Engineer implement these checks using Amazon
Inspector?
A. Tag each AMI with SecurityCheck: True. Implement a scheduled
Amazon Inspector assessment to run once each day for all AMIs
with the tag SecurityCheck: True. Amazon Inspector should
automatically launch an Amazon EC2 instance for each AMI and
perform a security assessment.
B. Tag each instance with SecurityCheck: True. Implement a
scheduled Amazon Inspector assessment to run once each day for
all instances with the tag SecurityCheck: True. Amazon
Inspector should automatically perform an in-place security
assessment for each AMI.
C. Install the Amazon Inspector agent in each AMI. Configure
AWS Step Functions to launch an Amazon EC2 instance for each
operating system from the hardened AMI, and tag the instance
with SecurityCheck: True. Once EC2 instances have booted up,
Step Functions will trigger an Amazon Inspector assessment for
all instances with the tag SecurityCheck: True. Implement a
scheduled Amazon CloudWatch Events rule that triggers Step
Functions once each day.
D. Tag each AMI with SecurityCheck: True. Configure AWS Step
Functions to first compose an Amazon Inspector assessment
template for all AMIs that have the tag SecurityCheck: True and
second to make a call to the Amazon Inspector API action
StartAssessmentRun. Implement a scheduled Amazon CloudWatch
Events rule that triggers Step Functions once each day.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/pt/blogs/security/how-to-set-up-continuo

us-golden-ami-vulnerability-assessments-with-

NEW QUESTION: 4
Communication requirements are analyzed and documented in the
portfolio communication management plan to be used by other
processes as needed. Which of the processes use this
information in order to provide accurate information in a
timely manner?
A. Manage Portfolio Value
B. Manage Portfolio Information
C. Develop Portfolio Communication Management Plan
D. Portfolio Authorization
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The process to manage portfolio information includes
collecting, analyzing, storing, and delivering portfolio
information to stakeholders in accordance with their
requirements in a timely manner. This scenario targets the
communication requirements analysis technique
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